Something to think about:
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AP Capstone Program:
Point of Contact

Teachers

• Mrs. Kayla O’Connor (Seminar)
• kayla.oconnor@sanjoseprep.org
• Mr. Richard D’Amico (Research)
• richard.damico@sanjoseprep.org

AP Capstone™ Program

San Jose Preparatory High School

Introducing - AP Capstone
is an innovative program that equips students with the
independent research, collaborative teamwork, and communication skills valued
by colleges. The program is based on two new skills-based AP courses:

AP Seminar and AP Research
Emphasizes Critical Skills Needed for
College & Beyond

Complements the in-depth subjectmatter study in AP

The AP Capstone program empowers students to:
•
•
•
•
•

synthesize information from multiple perspectives
apply skills in new situations and cross-curricular contexts
collect and analyze information with accuracy and precision
craft, communicate, and defend evidence-based arguments
practice disciplined and scholarly research skills while exploring relevant topics that
appeal to their interests and curiosity.

Two Courses – Two Levels of Distinction
A flexible two-course program that engages students in rigorous college-level
curricula while promoting the critical skills needed for success in college and beyond.

Students who earn scores of 3
or higher in AP Seminar and AP
Research will receive the
AP Seminar and Research
Certificate™

Students who earn scores of 3 or
higher in AP Seminar and AP
Research and on four additional
AP Exams of their choosing will
receive the AP Capstone
Diploma™.
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AP Seminar
Offered in 10th and 11th grade.

Exam score based on:

Students learn how to:
 Investigate real-world topics
from multiple perspectives
 Carefully analyze information,
write evidence-based
arguments and effectively
communicate them

Example Topics
Democracy
Education
Revolution
Freedom
Protest
Technology
Sustainability

 Work independently and with
a team to research a topic,
develop a written report and
deliver a presentation
Teachers & Students select and study 2-4 topics.

1. Team Project &
Presentation
2. Individual Essay &
Presentation
3. End of Course Exam

AP Research
Students learn how to:

Exam score based on:

 Design, plan, and conduct a
year-long mentored, researchbased investigation

1. Research Process

 Apply research methods and
practices to address a real-world
topic selected by the student
 Write a college-level research
paper, present and orally defend
the findings and research
methodology

2. Academic Thesis Paper
(~5,000 words)

3. Public Presentation and Oral
Defense

AP Seminar is a prerequisite to AP Research.

Grades versus College Board Grades
• The College Board scores all submissions and issues an
evaluation of college readiness based on a 1 – 5 scale.
AP Score

Recommendation

5

Extremely well qualified

4

Well qualified

3 (Passing)

Qualified

2

Possibly Qualified

1

No recommendation

• Classroom grades have no bearing or influence on this
College Board score. If your child has an “A” in class,
he/she can, and may, receive a 1 or 2.

AP Capstone Program: The Benefits

AP Capstone: The Benefits
•

Distinction – Stand out in the college admission process and have
the opportunity to earn valuable college credit or placement

•

Critical Skills – Students acquire rigorous college-level analysis,
writing, and research skills that are increasingly valued by colleges

•

Choice – Students choose their own research topic and study issues
and topics of interest and importance to them

What Students are saying about AP Capstone
“We get a topic, and we dive deep into it, looking at not
just the facts but different perspectives, which ones are
strongest, which ones are missing something…
[It]…teaches us to learn and think, and prepares us for
college and life in a way that no other class does…”—
Senior, North Central High School, Spokane, WA

“The expectations in the [AP Seminar] course are a lot
higher. We are expected to be more responsible and
more attentive about what is going on in the world
around us.”—Sophomore, N. Miami Beach High School,
Miami, FL

“[In college interviews,] it gives you something to talk
about. I can be really specific and colleges see that you
have an interest.” -Senior, Brooklyn Technical High
School, Brooklyn, NY

“[I’ve gained] confidence… I speak more now. In this
environment your opinion is needed. You feel part of a
family.”—Junior, Brooklyn Technical High School,
Brooklyn, NY

What Colleges are saying about AP Capstone
“At the University of Washington, we would be very interested in enrolling students who have
distinguished themselves through the AP Capstone program.” Phillip Ballinger, Associate Vice Provost for
Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions, University of Washington

“AP Seminar and AP Research are terrific classes that prepare students to think in non-formulaic
ways.”Stuart Schmill, Dean of Admissions, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
“[Through this program] you get students turned on to higher education in a way they are not currently
and they enter university with a different kind of attitude.” Susan Roth, Vice Provost for Interdisciplinary
Studies, Duke University, AP Capstone Curriculum Advisory Committee

AP Capstone will reach over 360 schools in 39 states
domestically and 25 countries worldwide in 2015 - 16
 136 inaugural schools
launched the program in fall
2014
 ~235 additional schools will
implement AP Capstone in fall
2015
 Over 370 schools will be
participating in the AP
Capstone program in the 2015
– 16 academic year
• 13% of schools are from outside
the US
• 85% of schools are U.S. public
schools
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Some of the 100+ colleges and universities that have endorsed
AP Capstone for its rigorous interdisciplinary curricula
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AP Capstone Seminar Course:
The Framework

AP Seminar Overview
AP Seminar is a foundational course that engages students
in cross-curricular conversations that explore the
complexities of academic and real-world topics and issues
by analyzing divergent perspectives.
Students learn how to:
 Investigate academic and real-world topics from
multiple perspectives
 Gather and analyze information from various sources
 Develop credible and valid evidence-based arguments
 Conduct research and evaluate evidence
 Collaborate in teams
 Communicate using appropriate media
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Example Topics
Discovery
Diversity
Education
Government
Identity
Immigration
Liberty
Myth
Networks
Perception
Place
Power
Revolution
Selection
Sustainability
Transformation
Wealth and Poverty

AP Capstone Seminar:
The Assessments

AP Seminar: Assessments
Students’ attainment of skills are assessed using two through course performance
tasks and an End-of Course Exam resulting in a 1 – 5 AP score.

Assessment Task

Weight

Team Project and Presentation
•
•
•

20%

Individual Research and Reflection
Written Team Report
Team Multimedia Presentation and Defense

Individual Research-Based Essay and Presentation
•
•
•

Individual Written Argument
Individual Multimedia Presentation
Oral Defense

End-of-Course Exam
•
•
•

Analyze an argument
Compare the effectiveness of two arguments
Construct an evidence-based argument
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35%

45%

AP Capstone Seminar:
Teacher Role

Seminar Teacher Role
AP Seminar teachers can:
(1) ensure that students are aware of the task, time, components,
and scoring criteria for each performance task;
(2) explore issues, talk about stimulus materials, discuss topics
and perspectives, and/or question students as necessary;
(3) may create opportunities for peer review and editing;
(4) should refer students to the rubrics for each component; and,
(5) may engage in whole-class teaching or reteaching, if needed.

Seminar Teacher Role
Please note that AP Capstone teachers may not
(1) assign, provide, distribute, or generate research
questions/project goals or articles for students;
(2) conduct research for students;
(3) write, revise, amend, or correct student work;
(4) reveal the exact questions students will be asked prior to their
presentations or oral defenses; or
(5) provide unsolicited help to students.

AP Capstone Seminar:
Teacher Concerns

AP Capstone Research Course:
The Framework

AP Research Overview
AP Research allows students to deeply explore an academic
topic, problem, or issue of individual interest. Through this
exploration, students design, plan, and conduct a year-long
research based investigation to address a research question.
What’s the difference?
Students learn how to:
 • Understand principles of discipline-specific research methods
(e.g., qualitative, quantitative, mixed).
 • Employ appropriate disciplinary research methods to
develop, manage, and conduct an in-depth study or
investigation in an area of student’s own interest, culminating
in a 4000–5000 word paper (accompanied by an additional
piece of scholarly work — where applicable — to be performed
or exhibited).
 • Present (using appropriate media) and defend the research
design, approach, and findings to a panel.
 • Document their processes and curate the artifacts of the
development of their scholarly work in a portfolio.
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--In AP Seminar
students evaluate
academic conversations
--In AP Research
students contribute to
the academic
conversations.

AP Capstone Research:
The Assessments

AP Research: Assessments
Assessment Task

Weight

Academic Paper
- Reviews previous work in the field to synthesize information and a range of perspectives
related to the research question (e.g., Literature Review)
-Identifies the gap in the current field of knowledge to be addressed
-Explains and provides justification for the chosen method, process, or approach ¡
Presents the findings, evidence, results, or product
-Interprets the significance of the findings, results, or product; explores connections to
original research question

75%

Presentation and Oral Defense
-All students will develop a 15 to 20-minute presentation (using appropriate media) and
deliver it to an oral defense panel. Students may choose any appropriate format for their
presentation, as long as the presentation reflects the depth of their research. Prior to the
presentation, students whose academic paper was accompanied by an additional piece of
scholarly work (e.g., performance, exhibit, product) will arrange for the teacher and
panelists to view the scholarly work.
-The defense will include three to four questions from a panel consisting of the AP
Research teacher and two additional panel members (chosen at the discretion of the AP
Research teacher).

25%
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AP Capstone Seminar:
Teacher Role

Research Teacher Role
An AP Research teacher can:
(1) provide any necessary assistance to students in finding
external expert advisers;
(2) be sure that students, advisers, and panel members are aware
of the task, time, components, and scoring criteria;
(3) hold regular, individual work-in-progress interviews with
students;
(4) coordinate peer feedback opportunities;
(5) provide necessary background for a topic;
(6) help students with the mechanics of the research process;
and,
(7) provide general feedback to students about elements of their
papers or presentations.

Research Teacher Role
Please note that AP Capstone teachers may not
(1) assign, provide, distribute, or generate research
questions/project goals or articles for students;
(2) conduct research for students;
(3) write, revise, amend, or correct student work;
(4) reveal the exact questions students will be asked prior to their
presentations or oral defenses; or
(5) provide unsolicited help to students.

AP Capstone Seminar:
Teacher Concerns

Concerns
Deadlines:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HARD DEADLINES
There are four non-negotiable deadlines that you can plan for.

Research Proposal:
November 30, 2018
Literature Review:
December 10, 2018
Final Paper:
April 15, 2019
Presentation & Oral Defense:
Week(s) of April 1st and 8th, 2019

Concerns
-Expert Advisor:
Expert advisers are an essential part of the AP Research course and may be
drawn from the faculty, the community, local business and industry, or higher
education. A designated staff member may also coordinate a pool of advisers
for the AP Research course and match students with advisers. AP Research
teachers and school administrators identify school and district policies that
pertain to students who are engaging virtually or face-to-face with external
advisers, and they communicate such policies to parents, students, and
potential advisers.
-Ethics
-Topics:

AP Capstone Program:
ATTENDANCE

AP Capstone Attendance

Due to the nature of this course
ALL absences are magnified. This
is especially true in January,
February, and April.

AP Capstone Program:
Plagiarism Policy

AP Capstone Plagiarism
•

•

A student who fails to acknowledge the source or author of any and all
information or evidence taken from the work of someone else through
citation, attribution, or reference in the body of the work, or through a
bibliographic entry, will receive a score of 0 on that particular component
of the AP Seminar and/or AP Research Performance Assessment Task. In
AP Seminar, a team of students that fails to properly acknowledge sources
or authors on the Team Multimedia Presentation will receive a group score
of 0 for that component of the Team Project and Presentation.
A student who incorporates falsified or fabricated information (e.g.,
evidence, data, sources and/or authors) will receive a score of 0 on that
particular component of the AP Seminar and/or AP Research Performance
Assessment Task. In AP Seminar, a team of students that incorporates
falsified or fabricated information in the Team Multimedia Presentation
will receive a group score of 0 for that component of the Team Project and
Presentation.

QUESTIONS?

